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1. INTRODUCTION
Polynomial identities are important tools in the structure theory of
algebras. Finiteness conditions written in the form of identities are invari-
ant under basic algebraic constructions direct sums, subalgebras, and
.homomorphic images and, therefore, are effective in various classes,
w xincluding genetics algebras 4, 5, 8 . As far as such algebras arise in
connection with a certain mathematical model in population genetics, their
identities must have a genetic meaning. In this work we study this corre-
spondence and solve some problems in this way.
 w x.First of all, we recall some basic notions cf. 18 . Consider an infinitely
large random mating population which produced n genetically distinct
gametes a , . . . , a . Then g , i, j, k s 1, . . . , n, are the segregation coeffi-1 n i jk
 .cients g is the probability that a zygote a a produces a gamete a .i jk i j k
Note that for any i, j, k, g s g , 0 F g F 1 and n g s 1. A seti jk jik i jk ks1 i jk
P of populations where the number of genetically distinct gametes and
segregation coefficients is fixed, is said to be a population class. Then a
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 . npopulation in P is described by a vector x s x , . . . , x g R of the1 n
gamete frequencies x G 0, n x s 1. The set of such vectors is thei is1 i
n y 1-dimensional simplex D s D ; Rn.P
Take two points x, x9 g D. The probability that a pair of gametes
randomly chosen in the populations x, x9 produces a gamete a is equal tok
 . n Xx ? x9 s  x x g . This defines a multiplication on the simplex D,k i, js1 i j i jk
which can be extended to the vector space A s Rn. Thus, we have
 .obtained a stochastic algebra A, D . Note that such an algebra is commu-
tative.
 .Observe that a convex combination lx q 1 y l x9, where 1 G l G 0, of
 w x.two points x, x9 g D has genetic meaning cf. 18, p. 1 . Therefore, a
 1 n . polynomial f x , . . . , x constructed by means of these operations convex
. 1 ncombinations and products of populations from given x , . . . , x g D
describes a way of evolution of the populations x1, . . . , x n. Hence, an
evolution law of the population class P is an equality of two such
polynomials which holds for any x1, . . . , x n g D.
For example, a population class with the simple Mendelian inheritance
w x18, p. 8 satisfies the identity
x 2 y s xy. 1 .
Evidently, this implies the identity
22 2x s x 2 .  .
w xwhich defines the class of Bernstein populations 18, p. 203 .
Now we are going to fix some basic notations and to define an evolution
law in a precise form.
Define the category of stochastic algebras S , where objects are stochas-
 .  .tic algebras, a morphism from A, D to A9, D9 is a homomorphism of the
algebra A to A9 which sends D to D9. As a matter of fact, the condition of
a finite dimension is unnecessary. Thus, from this point of view the free
 :commutative algebra R X with a set of free generators X is a stochastic
 :algebra. Actually, R X is the monoid algebra of the free commutative
 .  : nonassociative monoid V X i.e., the set of commutative monomials in
 : .  :X is a basis of R X over R , hence, the simplex of states D X is the set
 :of all convex combinations of elements in V X . It is clear that
  :  :.R X , D X is a free object in S . Also, we may characterize it in the
following way.
  :  :.PROPOSITION 1. The stochastic algebra R X , D X can be represented
as an in¨erse limit of a family of finite dimensional stochastic algebras.
 :Proof. Consider the subset U of all monomials in V X whichn, m
depend only on x , . . . , x and have degree less than or equal to m.1 n
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Further, denote
 :I s R u y x u g V X , u f U , 4n , m nq1 n , m
that is, I is the linear span of all polynomials in the expressed way. It isn, m
 :easy to check that I is an ideal of R X and in the quotient algebran, m
 :A s R X rI we can identify all monomials not in U with x .n, m n, m n, m nq1
Indeed, the set of elements ¨ q I , ¨ g U , and x q I forms an, m n, m nq1 n, m
basis of A and is a multiplicatively closed set. Hence, A is a finiten, m n, m
dimensional stochastic algebra where D is the set of convex combinations
of the indicated basic elements. Evidently, the set of ideals I , wheren, m
n, m s 1, . . . , `, is directed partially ordered, i.e., I = I for n F n9,n, m n9, m9
 :m F m9, and their intersection is trivial, hence, R X is an inverse limit of
w xthe family of finite dimensional stochastic algebras A 7, p. 131 .n, m
In these notations, an e¨olution law of a class P is an equality f s g,
 :where f , g g D X , which holds for any values of variables in D .P
 .For a family of population classes P we denote by L P the set of all
evolution laws which hold in any P g P. It is quite natural to describe it in
some way for a given P.
 .Observe that L P is closed under the following operations:
 .  .i Convex combination of two laws in L P ,
if f s g , f 9 s g 9 g L P , and 0 F l F 1, .
then l f q 1 y l f 9 s lg q 1 y l g 9 g L P ; .  .  .
 .  :ii Multiplication by a polynomial in D X ,
 :if f s g g L P and h g D X , then fh s gh g L P ; .  .
 .  :iii Replacing a variable with a polynomial in D X :
 :if f x , . . . s g x , . . . g L P and h g D X , .  .  .
then f h , . . . s g h , . . . g L P . .  .  .
 .Starting with a number of laws in L P , one can produce other ones by
 :means of these operations. Also, let u g V X . Then an evolution law
f s g holds in P if and only if a convex combination of f s g and of the
trivial law u s u holds in P. Let f 9 s g 9 be such law. It is natural to call
 .f s g and f 9 s g 9 equivalent. Notice that for any P the set L P is closed
under this relation. Also, every equivalence class contains a single law
f s g, where f and g are convex combinations of distinct monomials; such
a law is called a reduced one.
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 .  .A subset S ; L P is said to be a set of generators, if any law in L P is
 .  .equivalent to a law obtained from S by means of operations i ] iii in a
finite number of steps.
 .Certainly, generators of L P for a population of a simple form may be
found explicitly, but it should be rather difficult in a general case. In this
 .work we study the problem of a finite set of generators of L P for
certain classes of populations.
Now we will show that this problem is reduced to that of identities of the
 :corresponding stochastic algebra. A polynomial f g R X is said to be an
 .identity of a stochastic algebra A, D , if it vanishes under substitution of
any elements in D. In other words, f belongs to the kernel of any
  :  :.  .  .morphism from R X , D X to A, D . We denote by T A, D the set
 .of all identities of A, D . If P is a family of population classes, then we
 .  .denote by T P the intersection of T A, D , where P g P.P
 .  :Notice that T P is an ideal of R X which is invariant under any
  :  :.   :  :.morphism from R X , D X to R X , D X and its elements are
 :identities of the one-dimensional algebra R. We call such an ideal of R X
a stochastic T-ideal. A subset S of a stochastic T-ideal I is a set of
generators, if I is the minimal stochastic T-ideal which contains S. If such a
set is minimal, then it is called a basis of the stochastic T-ideal I. A basis
 .  .of T A, D is a basis of identities of A, D . Notice that a basis of I always
exists, if I has a finite set of generators.
PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a family of population classes. E¨ery polyno-
 .  .mial in T P has the form a f y g where a g R and f s g is a reduced
 .  .e¨olution law in L P . Also, in this way a set of generators of T P
 .corresponds to a set of generators of L P .
 .Proof. Let P g P and D s D . Take h g T A, D , then h s  a uP u u
 :  .where u runs over a finite subset of V X , a g F. Since A, D is a baricu
w x  .algebra 18 , i.e., there is a homomorphism v : A ª R, where v u s 1 for
any u g D, the sum of positive coefficients a s  a is equal toa G 0 uu
 . minus the sum of the negative ones. We put fra gra , the sum with
.  .minus of those u which have a positive negative .u
 .Let S be a set of generators of T P . Then every identity of P is
obtained from S by means of linear combination, multiplying by a mono-
 :  :mial in V X and by replacing a variable with a polynomial in D X .
 .  .These operations correspond to i ] iii .
 :Notice that the quotient algebra A s R X rG, where G is a stochastic
T-ideal may not be a stochastic algebra. However, it is still a baric algebra
 .A, v . Also, notice that any stochastic T-ideal G is invariant under
n  :replacing a variable with a polynomial g s  a u , where u g V Xis1 i i i
 .  .and  a s 1 a is not necessarily positive . Indeed, fix a f s f x, . . . g Gi i i
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< mand consider f s f . Modulo G it has the form f s  f ¨ , wherexsg1 1 js1 j j
 :the f are polynomials in a , . . . , a and ¨ g V X . Since f s 0 at anyj 1 n j j
 .point of the open subset a ) 0 i s 1, . . . , n of the hyperplane  a s 1,i i i
this holds at any point of this hyperplane, which proves the claimed
 .  .statement. In particular, T A, D is equal to the set T A, v of all
 :polynomials in R X which vanish under replacing variables with ele-
 .  <  . 4ments in a hyperplane P A s a g A v a s 1 . For an arbitrary baric
 .  .algebra A, v the set T A, v is also defined; obviously, it is a stochastic
 .T-ideal and we call it the ideal of identities of a baric algebra A, v .
 .Conversely, any stochastic T-ideal G is the ideal of identities T A, v of
 .the baric algebra ArG, v . Therefore, we come to the problem of a finite
 :basis of a baric T-ideal, i.e., an ideal of R X which is closed under
 :   : 4substitution of polynomials in P X s  a u ¬ u g V X ,  a s 1 .i i i i i i
It enables us to consider the case of an arbitrary field F. Although some
statements are valid for algebras over an arbitrary field F, we will suppose
that the characteristic of F is equal to zero.
Using the weight function v, we may transform an identity of a baric
 .algebra A, v in another identity, involving v, that holds for any values
of variables in A. To do that, it is enough to replace each variable x by
 .xrv x and then multiply by the common denominator.
In this paper we consider the class of Bernstein populations. Recall that
 .a baric algebra A, v is a Bernstein one if it satisfies the identity
2 22 2x s x v x . 3 .  .  .
The main results proved in this paper are
 .THEOREM 1. Let A, v be a Jordan]Bernstein or nuclear Bernstein
 .algebra o¨er a field of characteristic 0. Then the ideal T A, v has a finite set
of generators.
 .THEOREM 2. Let A, v be a Jordan or nuclear Bernstein algebra. Then
 .T A, v is equal to the ideal of identities of the Grassmann en¨elope of a
finitely generated baric superalgebra.
Since the principal case is when A is an algebra generated by an infinite
w xnumber of elements, we use methods of superalgebras developed in 11 .
We extend the class of baric algebras in a natural way, then define a baric
superalgebra and obtain a theorem that is the analogue to one proved in
w x11 for associative algebras.
In the final section we give examples of baric algebras which show that
main conditions in the theorems are important.
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2. IDENTITIES OF BERNSTEIN ALGEBRAS
 .Let A, v be a Bernstein algebra. Then A has a nonzero idempotent e
Ç Çand decomposes with respect to e into a direct sum: A s eF q U q Z,
 4  4 where U s a g A ¬ ae s 1r2 a and Z s a g A ¬ ae s 0 the Peirce de-
. w xcomposition . The following relations hold 18, p. 208 ,
U 2 : Z, UZ q Z 2 : U; 4 .
u3 s u uz s uz2 s uz uz s 0, 5 .  .  .  .
where u g U, z g Z.
 .  .A Bernstein algebra A, v is called nuclear if ker v is generated by U.
The subclass of Jordan]Bernstein algebras can be defined by the identity
w x17
x 3 s x 2v x . 6 .  .
We begin with the following evident statement.
LEMMA 1. Let I be a finitely generated baric T-ideal. Any baric T-ideal
J = I has also a finite set of generators if and only if any ascending chain of
baric T-ideals containing I become stationary.
So, in order to prove Theorem 1, we need to find a finitely generated
baric T-ideal which consists of identities valid in both classes and then to
prove a.c.c. for baric T-ideals modulo this one.
 .LEMMA 2. Let B, v be a Jordan]Bernstein or nuclear Bernstein algebra.
 .Then B, v satisfies the identities
1
3 2 3 2x y v x x y ? t y x y v x x tv y s 0 7 .  .  .  . .  .
2
x 3 y v x x 2 ty y x 3 y v x x 2 tv y s 0. 8 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .Proof. For a Jordan]Bernstein algebra, it follows from 6 . If B, v is
3  . 2  .  w x.a nuclear Bernstein algebra, then x y v x x g ann ker v see 17 .
So, if y g ker v or t g ker v, the two identities are satisfied. Finally, if
t s y s e, then they also hold.
 .Denote by M the class of Bernstein algebras defined by 7, 8 . The
following statement will imply Theorem 1.
 .THEOREM 3. Any baric algebra in M has a finite basis of identities
o¨er F.
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w x  .2In 8, 3 it was proved that ker v is nilpotent for any Bernstein
algebra. The following property of baric algebras in M is important for our
proof.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Let B, v g M. Then there is n g N such that any0
 .element in ker v generates a nilpotent ideal of index F n .0
Ç ÇProof. Let B s Fe q U q Z; it suffices to show that any product of
 4elements in e j U j Z, where one element in U j Z occurs at least n0
times, is equal to zero. The occurrences of e can be replaced consequently
with a scalar 1, 1r2, or 0. Hence, we need to bound the nilpotency index of
 .the ideal of ker v generated by one element in it.
 . 3  .Notice that N s ker v satisfies the identity x y ? z s 0 by 7 . Denote
 4C s a g N ¬ aN ? N s 0 . Then C is an ideal of N and N s NrC is a
3  .commutative algebra satisfying the identity x s 0 * Obviously, it suffices
to show that any element in N generates a nilpotent ideal of a bounded
index.
2 w xNotice that N is nilpotent 8, 3 of index n F 9. Next, using the
 . linearized identity * in the operator form R R q R R s yR wherex y y x x y
. R : a ª ax , one can easily check that the product of two and conse-x
.quently of any finite number of ideals of N is an ideal. Indeed, let I , I1 2
be two ideals of N. Then
y R R s yy R R y y R g I I1 y x 1 x y 1 y x 1 22 2 2
for all y g I , y g I , x g N. Moreover, if E is a product of several1 1 2 2
 2 .k  2 .kq1operators, where at least two of them are equal, then N E : N
 .** .
Let us denote I the ideal of N generated by a, where a g N. Let us
2 k  2 .k 2 2prove that I : N . Obviously, I : N . Next, for k G 1,
kq 1 kq1 k2 i j 2 y1 2 2I s I I : I I q N I .
kq1i , jG1, iqjs2
k kq1 kq12 2 2: I I I q N : N , .  . .
 .where we have used induction on k and ** . Indeed, the term
I 2
kq 1y1I ; I 2 kI I ; N 2 kI I ; N 2 kq 1 .  .
 . i j k  k .by ** , and all terms I I , where i ) 2 , j G 2 or i G 2, j ) 2 lie in
2 k 2 2 kq1 9 .  .N N s N by the induction assumption. Hence, n F 2 .0
w xWe will need some methods of superalgebras 11 . This forces us to
extend the class of baric algebras.
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3. GENERALIZED BARIC ALGEBRAS AND
SUPERALGEBRAS
 .We may consider a baric algebra A, v as an algebra with an additional
 .multiplication a) b s av b which satisfies the identities
ab s ba; 9 .
a) bc s a) b )c ; 10 .  .  .
ab )c s a)c b s a b)c ; 11 .  .  .  .
a) b)c s a) b )c. 12 .  .  .
On the other hand, if we have a commutative algebra A with an
 .  .additional multiplication a) b satisfying 9 ] 12 , then we may define a
 .  .linear mapping from A to End A, a ª v a , where v a is the operatorF
 .of the second multiplication by a g A from the right, v a : x ª x) a.
 .  .Thanks to 10 , it is a homomorphism; also, by 11 , the image is an
associative commutative subalgebra K of the centroid of the algebra A:
G A s f g End A ;a, b g A , af b s a bf s ab f . .  .  .  .  . 4F
 .Moreover, by 12 , v is a homomorphism over K. In other words, A is a
 .baric algebra over an associative-commutative algebra with 1 .
In order to introduce the notion of a baric superalgebra we consider the
class of algebras equipped with an additional multiplication a) b. We call
 .such an algebraic system A a generalized g. baric algebra and, sometimes,
 .we will use the notation A, ) .
w xEvidently, the class of such algebras is a variety of algebraic systems 7 ,
 :hence, it has the free algebra F X with the set of free generators X.
The identical mapping from X to X can be extended to an epimorphism
 :   : .   : .of g. baric algebras p : F X ª F X , ) s F X , v .
 :PROPOSITION 4. If G is a baric T-ideal in F X , then the maximal
y1 .  :homogeneous subspace I in p G is a T-ideal of F X . Also, if G : G9,
G / G9, then I : I9, I / I9.
Proof. Evidently, I is closed under multiplication by any element in
 :  :F X , i.e., if f g I and a g F X , then fa, af, f ) a, a) f g I. Next, let
us show that I is closed under replacing a variable with any element
 :h g F X .
 .Take a homogeneous f g I, where the degree in a variable x, deg f , isx
 :   ..equal to m. Then for any h g F X , where v p h s 1, and a g F we
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have
< m < y1f s a f g p G , .xsa h xsh
<where f denotes the polynomial obtained from h when x is substi-xsh
<tuted by h. In particular, for any x, y g X and a g F, we have f gxsxqa y
y1 .  w x. <p G . Hence cf. 20, p. 9 any homogeneous component of f s f xsxqy1
y1 .lies in p G , hence, f g I. Obviously, this also holds for any f g I.1
<Using it several times, we get f g I for any x , . . . , x g X.xsx q ? ? ? qx 1 n1 n
 : n  .  :Since any h g F X has the form h s  a h , where p h g V Xjs1 j j j
 . <p is an epimorphism , we get f g I.xsh
 .To prove the second statement it suffices to show that p I s G. Take
 .f s f x , . . . , x g G and put k s deg f. The f is decomposed into the1 n i x i
sum of its homogeneous components g s g , where m s deg g.m , . . . , m i x1 n i
Letting
k ym k ym1 1 n nf 9 s g v x . . . v x , .  . m , . . . , m 1 n1 n
 .we get p f 9 s f and f 9 is homogeneous, hence, f 9 g I.
 :Thus, we have reduced our problem to a.c.c. of T-ideals of F X
modulo the ideal of identities of algebras in M in other words, we need to
w x.prove that the variety M has Specht's property 11 .
 :Let P be the set of all multilinear polynomials in F X of degree n.n
The symmetric group S acts on Pn n
s ? g x , . . . , x s g x , . . . , x , s g S , g x , . . . , x g P .  .  .1 n s 1. s n. n 1 n n
13 .
w xso, P is a module over the group algebra F S . In order to studyn n
 w x.identities of algebras, we will need Young diagrams see 6 .
 .Let n be a natural number and let n s n , . . . , n be a partition of n,Ä 1 k
that is, a sequence of natural numbers such that n G n G ??? G n and1 2 k
k n s n. A Young tableau D associated to n is a figure such that theÄis1 i
ith row has n cells. If we put in the cells of D different numbers fromi
 .1, . . . , n in some way, then we get a Young diagram D*. Let P Q beD* D*
the subgroup of S generated by all permutations which leave invariantn
 .the rows columns of D*. Then the element
e s sgn q pq, 14 .  . D*
pgP qgQD* D*
 .where sgn q is the sign of a permutation q, generates a minimal right
w xideal of the group algebra F S . Moreover, every irreducible S -module isn n
isomorphic to such a one and the S -module P is the direct sum of suchn n
modules.
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 4  .Let L be a subset of x , . . . , x . Then the symmetric group S L is1 n
 4.embedded in S s S x , . . . , x : if x f L, then any permutation inn 1 n i
 . q y  .S L acts trivially on x . Denote S s  s , S s  sgn s s .i L s g SL . L s g SL .
Then
e s Sq ??? Sq SyX ??? SyX , 15 .D* L L L L1 k 1 l
 X .  .where L L is the set of variables in the ith row column . Also, let Di i t, s
be the Young tableau which has t rows each of them of length s.
 .PROPOSITION 5. Let A, v be a Bernstein algebra which is considered
 .the g. baric algebra A, ) . If there exists a subspace V : A of codimension m
 .such that for all ¨ g V, idl ¨ is nilpotent of index F n , then for any Young0
 .  .diagram D* with D : D, t G m, and s G t q 1 n r t q 1 y m y 1,tq1, sq1 0
 .we ha¨e e ? P ; T A, ) .D* n
Proof. Let f s e g, where g g P . We will prove that for anyD* n
 .x , . . . , x g A, f x , . . . , x s 0. Suppose this is not the case for some1 n 1 n
Çx , . . . , x . We have A s V q W, where W is a subspace of dimension m1 n
spanned by w , . . . , w . The element f is multilinear, hence, we may1 m
 4assume that x g V j w . . . , w .i 1 m
 .We use notations of 15 . If a row L has more than n cells withj 0
 .elements in V, then f s f x , . . . , x s 0, because f is a linearization of a1 n
Ä . <polynomial h y, . . . s f , where L is the subset of variables ofÄxsy ; x g L jj
n0 .  .L with values in V, and h y, . . . g idl y s 0. Therefore, the numberj
 .of cells where x g V in the first t q 1 rows is less than t q 1 n .i 0
 .  .  .On the other hand, there is s g S L . . . S L such that g x , . . . , x1 k 1 1 n
/ 0, where
g s s S X . . . S X g s S X . . . S X s g .1 L L s L . s L .1 l 1 l
X .The number of variables x g s L such that x g W does not exceed m.i j i
The length of the first s q 1 columns is greater than t, therefore, for each
 X .  . .j, 1 F j F s q 1, in s L there are at least s q 1 t q 1 y m cells with ij
such that x g V.i
 . .  .Since s keeps the rows invariant, s q 1 t q 1 y m - t q 1 n , which0
contradicts the hypothesis.
By Proposition 3 for any algebra in M we may set m s 1, hence, t s 1
and s s 2n y 1.0
Representations of the symmetric group are important tools in the
 w x.theory of algebras with identities see, for example, 15 . In our proof we
wwill use the method of superalgebras developed mostly by A. R. Kemer 10,
x  w x.11 also, see 2 . He showed that a proper subvariety of associative
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algebras is defined by the Grassmann envelope of an appropriate finitely
generated associative superalgebra. In this way, one of the key technical
results is the following statement.
THEOREM 4. Let A be an algebra o¨er F. Suppose that there exist t, s g N
such that for any Young diagram D*, D = D , and multilinear polyno-tq1, sq1
 .mial f we ha¨e e ? f g T A . Then the ideal of identities of A is equal to thatD*
of the Grassmann en¨elope of a Z -graded algebra generated by t e¨en and s2
odd elements.
In other words, the variety of algebras generated by A is of superrank
 .  .t,s a definition suggested by I. P. Shestakov .
Although A. R. Kemer considered the associative case, this statement is
valid for an arbitrary variety of algebras. Moreover, the result can be
extended to the class of algebras where we have several multilinear
operations instead of one multiplication and now let us prove it.
First, observe that in an algebra with several multilinear operations over
a field of characteristic zero, every T-ideal is generated by its multilinear
polynomials. As for g. baric algebras, we denote by P the set of multilin-n
ear polynomials of degree n and the symmetric group S acts on P byn n
 .13 .
ÇA Z -graded algebra is an algebra A s A q A such that for every2 0 1
multilinear operator pi
p A , . . . , A : A , .i i i i q ? ? ? qi1 r 1 r
 .where i , . . . , i g Z . An element from A A is said to be an even1 r 2 0 1
 .odd element. Such a grading can be defined by means of an automor-
  .  . i 4phism c of order 2: A s a g A ¬ c a s y1 a , i g Z .i 2
 :Let F X be the free algebra with the set of free generators X s Y j
Z, where Y, Z are disjoint infinite sets of variables. We define an automor-
 :  .  .  :phism c on F X such that c y s y and c z s yz; so F X
becomes a Z -graded algebra.2
Let G be the Grassmann algebra, i.e., an associative algebra generated
by 1, e , . . . , e , . . . , where e e s ye e for any i, j. It has a Z -grading1 n i j j i 2
ÇG s G q G , where G is the vector space generated by 1 and all0 1 0
products of an even number of generators e , and G is spanned by oddi 1
products of elements e .i
 : A graded ideal I : F X is called a T -ideal if for any f y , . . . , y ;2 1 t
.  :  :  :z , . . . , z g F X , u g F X and ¨ g F X , the element0 11 s i j
 .f u , . . . , u ; ¨ , . . . , ¨ g I. Also, a graded ideal I is an S -ideal if for any1 t 1 s 2
 .  :f y , . . . , y ; z , . . . , z g F X , u is in the linear span of Y and ¨ in the1 t 1 s i j
 .linear span of Z, the element f u , . . . , u ; ¨ , . . . , ¨ g I.1 t 1 s
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It is clear that any T -ideal is the ideal of graded identities of a2
Z -graded algebra. In turn, an S -ideal I can be considered as the ideal of2 2
identities for elements of a graded subspace V of a Z -graded algebra A,2
 :for example, A s F X rI, V s vect XrI; in other words, I is the idealF
 .of identities of a Z -graded pair A, V . Notice that any S -ideal is2 2
 w x.homogeneous and generated by multilinear polynomials cf. 20, Sect. 1 .
Also, the class of such pairs is a variety of algebraic systems.
Let B s Y or B s Z. Denote by Iq an S -ideal generated by allB, r 2
elements of the form
Sqf 16 .L
and by Iy an S -ideal generated byB, r 2
Syf , 17 .L
 .  :where f s f b , . . . , b , . . . is a multilinear polynomial in F X and1 r
 4L s b , . . . , b : B.1 r
 :Let G , G be ideals of F X . We say G is T-equivalent to G , and it is1 2 1 2
denoted by G ; G , if the biggest T-ideals contained in G and G are1 T 2 1 2
equal.
 w x.PROPOSITION 6 cf. 11, Proposition 1.3, Case 2 . Let G be a T-ideal and
t, s g N. Suppose that for any Young diagram D* such that D : D wetq1, sq1
ha¨e e P : G. ThenD* n
G ; G q Iy q Iq .T Y , tq1 Z , sq1
Proof. Denote by G9 the maximal T-ideal contained in the right hand
side. Obviously, G : G9 and we need to prove the reciprocal inclusion.
w xTake a multilinear f g G9 l P . Since the unit 1 g F S is a linearn n
 .combination of elements of the form 14 , it suffices to show that for any
Young diagram D* the element e f g G. By the hypothesis, this holds forD*
D = D . Now, suppose that it does not hold for some D W D .tq1, sq1 tq1, sq1
Then there are t9, s9, t9 F t, s9 F s, such that the union of the first s9
columns and the first t9 rows contains D.
 4Observe that if L, L9 are disjoint subsets of 1, . . . , n , then any element
 .  .  .in S L commutes with S L9 . We use further notations of 15 .
Denote by V the set of numbers in the first t9 rows, i.e., V s D t 9 L .is1 i
Also, let LY s LX _ V be the set of all numbers in the ith column which doi i
not belong to the set of numbers in the first t9 rows. Then SyX sL i
 . yY sgn m S m, where m runs over the set of representatives of rightm L i
 X .  Y .classes in S L with respect to the subgroup S L . Since m commutesi i
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 X .with S L , j / i, we have e s  a t Ss wherej D* t , s t , s
S s Sq ??? Sq SyY ??? SyYL L L L1 t 9 1 s9
and t , s run over a subset of S , a g F.n t , s
There are t , s g S such that t Ss f g G9 _ G. Denote f s s f ; obvi-n 1
ously, f g G9 _ G. Also, let V0 s D s9 LY . Since G9, G are T-ideals and1 is1 i
V l V0 s B, we may assume that V : Y and V0 : Z. Also, f s g q h1 1
q h , where g g G, h g Iy , and h g Iq . It suffices to show that2 1 Y , tq1 2 Z, sq1
Sh s 0.i
 .Consider the case i s 1 for i s 2 it is similar . We may assume that h1
 . yis a generator of the form 17 , i.e., h s S g for some multilinear1 L 1
< <polynomial g depending on variables in L : Y, L s t q 1. Then1
S ? Sy s Sq ??? Sq SyY ??? SyY SyL L L L L L1 t 9 1 s9
s SyY ??? SyY Sq ??? Sq Sy .L L L L L1 s9 1 t 9
 4By the choice of s9, t9, we have V j V0 s 1, . . . , n and, hence, L ; V.
< <Recall that L s t q 1; hence, there is j such that L contains at least twoj
q y ynumbers in L, therefore, S S s 0 and S ? S s 0.L L Lj
Now, we are going to define a mapping I ª I* on the set of S -ideals of2
 :F X . Let I be a S -ideal, then, as we noted above, it is the ideal of2
 .  .identities T A, V of a Z -graded pair A, V .2 2
Consider the tensor product of spaces A m G and define the opera-F
tions on it letting
p a m g , . . . , a m g s p a , . . . , a m g ??? g . .  .i 1 1 r r i 1 r F 1 r
 .The Grassmann en¨elope G A of a Z -graded algebra A is a Z -graded2 2
subalgebra A m G q A m G of the algebra A m G. It contains a0 0 1 1 F
 .Z -graded subspace G V s V m G q V m G . We define I* as the set2 0 0 1 1
  .  ..of graded identities of G A , G V .
Let us show that the definition is correct, i.e., it does not depend on the
 .choice of the pair A, V .
 .  .  .LEMMA 3. Let A, V , A9, V 9 be Z -graded pairs such that T A, V s2 2
 .   .  ..   .  ..T A9, V 9 . Then T G A , G V s T G A , G V .2 2 2
  .  ..   .  ..Proof. It suffices to prove that T G A , G V : T G A9 , G V 9 for2 2
 .  .any A9, V 9 in the variety of pairs defined by A, V . By Birkhoff's
w x  .theorem 7 , any such a pair is obtained from A, V by means of standard
 .algebraic constructions direct products, subpairs, quotient pairs in a
finite number of steps.
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Notice that the Grassmann envelope of the direct product of a given
family of pairs is embedded into that of the Grassmann envelopes of the
family. Similarly, the Grassmann envelope of a subpair lies in that of the
 .pair. Finally, the Grassmann envelope of a quotient pair A9rI9, VrI9 ,
  .  .where I9 is a graded ideal of A9, is isomorphic to G A9 rG I9 ,
 .  ..G V 9 rG I9 . Hence, on each step we get the necessary inclusion.
LEMMA 4. Let I, J be S -ideals. Then2
 .  .1 I* * s I,
 .2 if I : J, then I* : J*,
 .  .3 I q J * s I* q J*,
 .  y . y  q . y  y . q4 I * s I , I * s I , I * s I .Y , m Y , m Z, n Z, n Z, n Z, n
 :Proof. Let V be a Z -graded vector subspace vect xrI ¬ x g X ;2
 :  :  .   ..F X rI of A s F X rI. Then T A, V s I. Since G G A s A m2 0
 .  .G m G q A m G m G : A m G G and G G is a commutative alge-0 0 1 1 1
 .  .bra, we have I : I* *. Conversely, let f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z be a multi-1 m 1 n
 .linear polynomial in I* *. Then it is a graded identity of
   ..   ...G G A , G G V . Hence, if e , . . . , e g G are generators of G, then1 n 1
0 s f y m 1 m 1, . . . , y m 1 m 1, z m e m e , . . . , z m e m e .1 m 1 1 1 n n n
s f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z m e m e ??? e m e .  .  . .1 m 1 n 1 1 n n
s f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z m e ??? e m e ??? e s 0 .1 m 1 n 1 n 1 n
for arbitrary y g V , z g V , hence, f g I.i 0 j 1
The second part easily follows from the definition of the mapping
I ª I*.
 .  .  .Next, by 2 , we have I* q J* : I q J * and thanks to 1 , I q J s
 .  .  .I* * q J* * : I* q J* *. Applying * to the latter relation, we get
 .I q J * : I* q J*.
 .Now, let f s f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z be a multilinear graded polynomial1 m 1 n
which generates an S -ideal I. Then I* is generated by f * which can be2
found in the following way. Take h , . . . , h g G , g , . . . , g g G such1 m 0 1 n 1
that their product is not zero. Then for any multilinear f y , . . . , y ,1 1 m
.z , . . . , z1 n
f y m h , . . . , y m h , z m g , . . . , z m g s f U m h ??? h g ??? g .1 1 1 m m 1 1 n n 1 1 m 1 n
18 .
for a certain multilinear f U , which does not depend on the choice of h , g .1 i j
U  U .  .  .If f g I, then f g I*. Also, f * s f , hence, by 1 ] 2 , f * generates1 1 1 1
I*.
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 .  .  .The final part follows from 18 and 1 ] 3 . Actually, if f s
 .  4f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z is a multilinear polynomial and L : y , . . . , y1 m 1 n 1 m
  4.  y . y  y . q  q .L : z , . . . , z , then S f * s S f * S f * s S f * and S f * s1 n L L L L L
yS f *, respectively.L
 w x.  :PROPOSITION 7 cf. 11, Proposition 1.2 . Let I be an S -ideal of F X2
such that Iy q Iy : I. Let G be the maximal T -ideal in I. Then it isY , tq1 Z, sq1 2
the ideal of identities of a Z -graded algebra B generated by t e¨en and s odd2
elements.
Proof. Let R be the free Z -graded algebra generated by t even and s2
 .odd variables and put B s RrG l R. Obviously, G : T B . Conversely,2
 .  .  .suppose T B ­ G. Then T B ­ I and, since T B , I are S -ideals,2 2 2 2
 .  .there is a multilinear polynomial f s f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z in T B _ I.1 n 1 m 2
Since S acts on even variables and for any Young diagram D* which hasn
a column of length ) t we have e f g Iy , we may assume that the setD* Y , tq1
of variables y , . . . , y is broken down into F t disjoint subsets and f is1 n
symmetric with respect to each one. Up to enumeration they are
y , . . . , y ; y , . . . , y ; . . . ; y , . . . , y .1 n n q1 n qn n q ? ? ? qn q1 n1 1 1 2 1 ty1
Hence, f is the complete linearization of the element
f s f y , . . . , y , . . . , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z 19 . /1 1 1 t t 1 m^ ` _ ^ ` _
n n1 t
 .  .in T B . The same holds for the odd elements and in 19 we can replace2
 .them with z , . . . , z . Since f g T B , we have f ¬ s 0,1 s 1 2 1 ; i, j y sy , z szi i j j
where y s y rG l R and z s z rG l R, i.e., f g G and, therefore, f g G.i i j j 1
Proof of Theorem 4. By Proposition 6,
G q Iy q Iq ; G. 20 .Y , tq1 Z , sq1 T
 y q . yThen, using Lemma 4, we get I s G q I q I * s G* q IY , tq1 Z, sq1 Y , tq1
q Iy . Next, let G be the biggest T -ideal contained in I. By Proposi-Z, sq1 1 2
 .tion 7, G is the ideal of graded identities of a t, s -generated Z -graded1 2
algebra B. Moreover, G* is a T -ideal, hence, G* : G : I. Applying *, we2 1
get
G : GU : I* s G q Iy q Iq .1 Y , tq1 Z , sq1
Since G ; I*, the G is the maximal T-ideal contained in GU. Notice thatT 1
 .  .T B is the ideal of graded identities of the pair B, B . Hence, by Lemma2
U   .  ..   ..   ..3, G s T G B , G B s T G B , hence, T G B s G.1 2 2
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4. SPECHT'S PROPERTY IN A CLASS OF BERNSTEIN
ALGEBRAS
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.
Let M be a variety of g. baric algebras. A Z -graded g. baric algebra A2
 .is called an M-superalgebra, if its Grassmann envelope G A belongs to
 w x.  4M cf. 16, 14 . If M is defined by multilinear identities f ¬ i g V , theni
the variety of M-superalgebras is defined by identities obtained in the
following way.
First, we fix a decomposition of the set of free variables into the infinite
subsets of odd and even variables, X s Y j Z. Then we take an f si
 .f x , . . . , x and replace a number of its variables with even variables andi 1 n
the others with odd ones. We get a graded polynomial which is an identity
of any Z -graded algebra in M. Notice that in this way we get a set of2
generators of the ideal I of identities M considered as a T -ideal.2
Now, we claim that I* is the ideal J of graded identities of the variety of
M-superalgebras. Actually, by definition, I : J*, hence, by Lemma 4,
 .I* : J. On the other hand, I* * s I, hence, I* is the ideal of graded
identities of an M-superalgebra, hence, J : I*.
For example, the variety of commutative superalgebras is defined by the
following graded identities
y y s y y ; y z s z y ; z z s yz z .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Using the notation x s i g Z for the parity of an element x, we may2
write it in a shorter way:
b aab s y1 ba. 21 .  .
 .  .  .From 9 ] 12 , by means of 18 , we obtain graded identities which
 .define together with 21 the variety of baric superalgebras:
a) bc s a) b )c ; 22 .  .  .
a) b)c s a) b )c ; 23 .  .  .
bcab )c s y1 a)c b s a b)c . 24 .  .  .  .  .
It means that A is a commutative superalgebra and the mapping
 .  .a ª v a , where v a : b ª b) a is a graded homomorphism from A to
 .  .  .End A s End A q End A , where0 1
End A s f g End A A f ; A . .  . 4i e iqe
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Moreover, the image lies in the super centroid of A,
bif s f q f ;a, b g A j A , ab f s a bf s y1 af b , .  .  .  . 50 1 0 1 i i i
  ..  .  .and v av b s v a v b for any a, b g A.
Conversely, any commutative superalgebra with such a homomorphism
can be considered as a baric superalgebra. For example, take a tensor
 :  :space product B Y, Z of the free commutative superalgebra F Y, Z
w xand the free associative-commutative superalgebra F Y, Z with 1 and
define multiplications on this vector space,
bca m b ? c m d s y1 ac m bd, a m b)c m d s a m bp c d , .  .
 : w xwhere p is the canonical homomorphism from F Y, Z onto F Y, Z ,
<p s id.Y j Z
Letting
 :  :  :w x w xB Y , Z s F Y , Z m F Y , Z q F Y , Z m F Y , Z ,0 0 10 1
 :  :  :w x w xB Y , Z s F Y , Z m F Y , Z q F Y , Z m F Y , Z ,1 0 11 0
  : .  .  .we get a g. baric superalgebra B Y, Z , ) , satisfying 21 ] 22 , which is
obviously a free one with the graded set of free generators X s Y j Z.
 .We shall use the notations R : x ª ax and v x : x ª x) a for thea
 .operators of the right multiplication by an element a in a super baric
algebra.
 .  . In the variety of baric algebras defined by Bernstein algebras 7 , 8 we
. use the same notation M the following identities hold this is the
 .  ..linearized form of 7 ] 8 ,
J x , y , z a ? b s 1r2 J x , y , z v a ? b q Q x , y , z a y 1r2v a ? b; .  .  .  .  . .
25 .
J x , y , z ? ab s 1r2 J x , y , z v a ? b q Q x , y , z ? a y 1r2v a b , .  .  .  .  . .
26 .
where,
J x , y , z s xy z q zx y q yz x , .  .  .  .
Q x , y , z s xy v z q zx v y q yz v x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 . Therefore, by 18 an M-superalgebra i.e., a Z -graded algebra the2
.  .  .Grassmann envelope of which lies in M satisfies the identities 25 ] 26
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 .   ..where J x, y, z Q x, y, z is replaced with
 .  .z xqy x yqzJ* x , y , z s xy z q y1 zx y q y1 yz x .  .  .  .  .  .
  ..  .  .respectively, Q* x, y, z , i.e., we get the super analog of 25 ] 26 .
By Theorem 4 and Propositions 3 and 5, there are t, s g N such that any
subvariety N of M is defined by the Grassmann envelope of an M-superal-
 .  .gebra A N of superrank t, s .
 .We may assume that A s A N is the quotient superalgebra
 :B Y , Z rT , where T is the ideal of graded identities of A in variablest s
< < < <  :Y j Z , where Y s t, X s s. Hence, a.c.c. for T -ideals of B Y , Zt s t s 2 t s
modulo M-super identities will complete the proof.
 :  :Denote B s B Y , Z , the subalgebra of B Y, Z generated by Y j Z .t s t s
 : w x w xAlso, let B s F Y , Z m F Y , Z , where F Y , Z is the subspace ofk t s k t s k t s
polynomials of degree F k. For a T -ideal I in B and for any k G 0 put2
m
m I s f g B ' f g B , i s k q 1, . . . , m; f q f g I . . k k i i i 5
iskq1
 :  .  .Let f g B Y, Z and x, y g Y x, y g Z , denote by fD y the homo-x
<  w x.geneous component of f of degree 1 in y cf. 20, p. 14 andxsxqy
 .  . <fD u s fD y , where u g B j B and its parity is equal to that ofysux x 0 1
 .  .  :x. It is easy to check that D u : f ª fD u is a derivation of B Y, Z , inx x
w  .x w  .  .x   ..particular, R , D u s R , v ¨ , D u s v ¨D u .¨ x ¨D u. x xx
 .The following properties follow easily from the definition of m I .k
 .LEMMA 5. The set m I is a ¨ector subspace with the following proper-k
ties:
 .  :  .  .1 If u g F Y , Z , then m I u : m I ;t s k k
 .  :  .  .  .  .2 If u g F Y , Z and v u s 0, then m I D u : m I ;t s k x k
 .  .  .  .3 If x g Y j Z then m I v x : m I .t s k kq1
 . `  .Define m I s  m I for a T -ideal I of B.ks0 k 2
 :  .LEMMA 6. Let I, J be T -ideals of B Y , Z such that I : J and m I s2 t s
 .m J . Then I s J.
Proof. On the contrary, take a homogeneous f s m f g J _ I ofisk i
 .degree n, where f g B . Since m - n where f / 0 , we may assume thati i m
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k is maximal for a fixed n. There is g s m9 g g I such that g s f .isk i k k
 .Since I is homogeneous, we also may assume that deg g s n. Hence,
nh s f y g g J _ I and h s  h , this contradicts the choice of f.iskq1 i
Proof of Theorem 3. Let I , i g N be an ascending chain of T -ideals ofi 2
B which contain the ideal I of M-super identities. It suffices to show that0
 .the chain m I , i g N, becomes stationary.i
 :2  :Let J s F Y , Z and let J , k G 2, be the ideal of F Y , Z gener-1 t s k t s
 :ated by  J J . Then J is a T -ideal of F Y , Z .i, jG1, iqjsk i j k 2 t s
 .LEMMA 7. There is n g N such that J : m I . Also, modulo J qn 0 kq1
 .m I the J is spanned by elements of the form0 k
f ¨ , . . . , ¨ E, 27 .  .1 k
 :  :2where f is a multilinear monomial in B Y, Z , ¨ g F Y , Z , and E gi t s
 4  .1, R , R R a, b g Y j Z .a a b t s
 :  .Proof. Denote A s F Y , Z and let I s m I l A. By the supert s 0
 .  .analog of 25 ] 26 , the algebra ArI satisfies the identities
J* x , y , z S s 0, 28 .  .
where S s R or S s R R . We rewrite it in the operator form moduloab a b
 ..21 :
x yR R q y1 R R q R S s 0. 29 .  . /x y y x x y
 2 4Let C s a g A ¬ aA ? A q aA : I . Then C is a T -ideal of A and the2
graded algebra ArC is an N-superalgebra, where N is the variety of
commutative algebras satisfying the identity x 3 s 0. The square of such an
w xalgebra is nilpotent 8 . Since the identity of nilpotency of any kind is fixed
 . 2  2 .nunder the mapping f ª f * 18 , A is also nilpotent modulo C, A s 0.
 .Also, by 29 , the product of any two ideals in ArC is an ideal. Hence,
 2 .k  2 . i 2 . j  .J s A modulo C. This yields J J s A A modulo m I andk i j 0
 .J : m I .n 0
 .Finally, modulo m I q J the vector space J is spanned by ele-0 kq1 k
 2 .kments f ? E, where f g A and E is a product of operators R ,a
 :  .  .a g F Y , Z . By 29 , we may assume that E has the form 27 .t s
 .  .  .Put V s B, and V s J v B q m I k G 1 . Hence, we have a finite0 k k 0
 .chain V = V = ??? = V s m I .0 1 n 0
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PROPOSITION 8. There is a finitely generated subalgebra F : End B,F
such that
 .  .1 m I and V are F-modules;k k
 .2 let V s V rV ; then the image of F in End V is a commuta-k k kq1 F k
ti¨ e subalgebra and V is a finitely generated F-module.k
 .Proof. Define the algebra F. It is generated over F by v Y and thet
 .following operators z g Z and r g N, r F n :s
d z s D xR2 r . .  .r x z
xgY jZt s
 .   .By Lemma 5, m I and V are F-modules since v z is an odd elementk k
 2 r .of a super commutative algebra, its square is equal to 0, hence, v xR sz
 .  .2 r .v x v z s 0 for r G 1 .
 .  .Next, take a generator fv h of V modulo V where f has the formk kq1
 .  .27 and h g B. Also, ¨ s a b E , where a , b g Y j Z and E is aj j j j j j t s j
 .product of operators R , c g Y j Z . Thanks to 29 , the operators in Ec t s j
cc9 . super anticommute to each other, i.e., R R s y y1 R R it is clear,c c9 c9 c
if k ) 1; in the case k s 1 we also may assume that either E s 1 ori
 . .E s R R and, therefore, the identity 29 works . In particular, thea b
number of c g Y does not exceed t.t
We shall prove that modulo Vkq1
k
2 r<f ¨ , . . . , ¨ d z s f . 30 .  .  . E sE R1 k r j j z
js1
 .  2 .2Indeed, by 29 , modulo I q A we have
ab d z s ab R2 r . 31 .  .  .  .r z
Also, in E the operator R2 i commutes with any operator R , x g Y j Z ,j z x t s
 .that proves 30 .
w  .  .xIn particular, d z , d z9 s 0 modulo V , hence, F acts on V as ar r 9 kq1 k
commutative algebra.
 wNow let us show that V is a finitely generated F-module cf. 1, Sect.k
x. 2  . 5 . Denote by t the operator of replacement of E with E R in 27 ¨j j j z j
 . .is of the form a b E . Evidently, t , . . . , t are mutually commuting andj j j 1 k
 .  . r rd z acts on 27 as a symmetric function t q ??? qt . Since t is integralr 1 k j
over the algebra generated by such functions, modulo V the elementkq1
 .   . < 427 belongs to the module over alg d z r F k, z g Z generated byF r s
 .elements of the same form 27 where in each E the number of operatorsj
 .R , for each z g Z , is not bigger than 2 k y 1 . Also, as it has beenz s
noticed above, in E the operator R does occur twice for each i s 1, . . . , t.j y i
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Finally, the total degree of h in Z is also not bigger than s. It means thats
 .the total degree of fv h is restricted and, therefore, the number of
generators is finite. The proposition is proved.
  .Thus V rV is a Noetherian F-module, hence the chain m I lk kq1 i
.  .V rV , i s 1, 2, . . . , becomes stationary for any k, hence, m I , i sk kq1 i
1, 2, . . . , also does it. Therefore, by Lemma 6, Theorem 3 is also proved.
5. EXAMPLES
Let U be a vector space over F and let Z be a subspace of End U. OnF
Çthe direct sum U q Z define a multiplication letting uz s u ? z for u g U
 .and z g Z; the other products are equal to zero. Then the identities 5
w x  . Ç Çhold and, hence, by 18, p. 210 , B U, Z s eF q U q Z, where e is an
idempotent, is a Bernstein algebra.
 :THEOREM 5. Let Ass X be a free associati¨ e algebra with an infinite set
 :of free generators X, let U be a free Ass X -module, and Z s vect X. ThenF
  . .the ¨ariety of baric algebras var B U, Z , v cannot be defined by identities of
the Grassmann en¨elope of any baric superalgebra of finite rank moreo¨er,
.neither the number of e¨en generators nor odd ones can be finite .
  . .   . .  .Proof. Suppose that T B U, Z , v s T G A , v , where A, v is a
baric superalgebra generated by t even elements and s odd ones, where s
or t is finite.
 .  .  .For any a g B U, Z denote T s R y v a r2 g End B U, Z . Noticea a F
 .  :that UT s 0 for any a, b g B U, Z . Hence, if I is an ideal of F Xab
 .  :generated by associators a, b, c , where a, b, c g F X , then IT :x y
  . .  .T B U, Z , v . Since I s I* by 18 , the superalgebra B also satisfies any
 .identity in IT . Suppose that s - ` the case t - ` is similar andx y
consider
f s x , y , z T ??? T . . x x1 tq1
Then, obviously, B satisfies the identity
g s sgn s f x , y , z , x , . . . , x . .  . s 1. s  sq1.
 .sgS sq1
 .Hence, by 18 ,
g* s f x , y , z , x , . . . , x , . s 1. s  sq1.
 .sgS sq1
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  . .is an identity of B U, Z , v . On the other hand, replacing x with a free
generator of U, y, z and x , i s 1, . . . , s q 1 with R , R , R , respectively,i y z x i
we get a nonzero element.
Now we will give an example of an exceptional Bernstein algebra which
has no finite basis of identities.
 .THEOREM 6. There is a sequence of Bernstein algebras A , v , wherei
 .  .  .A , v is finite dimensional and T A , v ; T A , v , i g N. Moreo¨er,1 i iq1
 .the chain of ideals of identities T A , i g N, does not become stationary.i
 :The example will be based on an ascending chain of S-ideals of Ass X
which does not become stationary modulo identities of a finite dimensional
algebra.
 .Let UT F be the algebra of upper triangular matrices of order 3. Then3
w xw xw xits ideal of identities I is generated by the polynomial x , x x , x x , x1 2 3 4 5 6
w x12 . Recall that an ideal I of a free algebra is an S-ideal if it is closed
under replacing variables with linear combinations of them. Also, we call
 :  .an S-ideal G of Ass X unitary closed if for any f g G, we have fD 1 g Gx
 w x.cf. 20, Sect. 1 .
 :LEMMA 8. Let G be the S-ideal of Ass X generated by polynomialsj
a ? b, where a, b are commutators in ¨ariables of equal degree F j. Then G ,i
i g N, is a strictly ascending modulo I chain of unitary closed S-ideals.
2 w xProof. Let f s a , where a is the commutator x, y, . . . , y sj j
w w x x  .. . . x, y , y, . . . , y of degree j q 1 a s x . Suppose that f s g q h for0
some g g G and h g I. Notice that the equality is homogeneous in eachj
variable. Besides, the T-ideal I is generated by the polynomial
w xw xw x  :  :x , x x , x x , x , hence, h s 0 in Ass X , i.e., f s g in Ass X .1 2 3 4 5 6
jy1, n 2  .k 2 jyi.yk  .Thus, f s  a a ad y y , where a g F and ad y :is0, ks0 i, k i i, k
w x  :a ª a, y . Recall that the Ass x, y is the universal envelope of the free
 :Lie algebra L s L x, y and as a vector space it has a basis which
r wincludes the elements a a y , where p G q G 0, r G 0 and a basis of L 9,p q
x  .  .p. 160 . In particular, this yields 2 j y i y k s 0, i.e., k s 2 j y i . Let r
be maximal such that a / 0. On the other hand, modulo L we haver , k
2  .2 jyi. jyia ad y s  n a a , where n g N. Hence, f is a lineari ps0 p iqp 2 jyiyp p
 :combination of elements of the indicated basis of Ass x, y , where the
 .coefficient at a a is not zero, which is impossible r - j .2 jyr r
 :Proof of Theorem 6. Let J be the T-ideal of F X generated by thek
set
S s x , x , x f R , . . . , R f g G . .  . 5k 1 2 3 x x k4 n
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 .  .We shall show that the chain of T-ideals J q T A , where A s B U, Z ,k
 .U is a 3-dimensional space, and Z s UT F , does not become stationary.3
 .Take a multilinear f s f x , . . . , x g G _ G and suppose that1 n kq1 k
g s x , x , x f R , . . . , R g J q T A . .  . .1 2 3 x x k4 n
 .Then, modulo T A ,
g s a, b , c ? h , .
 :a , b , cgV X , h
 .  :where h s h R , . . . , R , h g G , and d, . . . , w g V X .1 d w 1 k
We replace x with x , where x s u g U, x s x s e, and x s z g Z,i i 1 2 3 i i
 .i ) 3. Observe that a, b, c g U, hence, if among d, . . . , w there is a
 .  .monomial of degree ) 1 then we get a, b, c h to be zero. Also, a, b, c
s u ? E, where E is the product of R . Since G is unitary closed,z kj
 .  .a, b, c h has the form u ? p R , . . . , R for some p g G . Summarizing,z z k4 n
 .  .we get u ? f R , . . . , R s u ? q R , . . . , R , where q g G , for any u gz z z z k4 n 4 n
 .U and z g Z. Hence, f y q is an identity of UT F , i.e., f g G q I,j 3 k
which is impossible.
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